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1. Introduction

Vedic Sanskrit possesses a set of lexically-restricted devatā dvandva (DD) compounds, formally
distinct from those of the later Classical language, which raise significant issues for current theories
of prosodic constituency by concurrently exhibiting traits of both syntactic phrasehood and lexical
wordhood. These compounds’ apparently contradictory morphosyntactic and phonological behaviour
thus present a prime case study for exploring the syntax-prosody interface and mapping therein. The
main goal of this paper is to expand and integrate Match Theory (Selkirk, 2011) with Distributed
Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1994). Building on recent work on categorising heads (Kramer, 2016;
HarDarson, 2017), I propose that revising Match Word to Match Stem and distinguishing between
acategorial roots and categorised stems allows for a unified analysis of DD compounds without recourse
to stratal constraint reordering. In addition, this paper further underlines the importance of recursive
prosodic structure and maximal/minimal projections as distinct targets for prosodic mapping (Ito &
Mester, 2012). Finally, this paper presents a tentative pathway for the diachronic development of these
compounds into later Classical Sanskrit as involving the loss of these intermediate recursive levels.

2. Devatā Dvandva

Devatā dvandva, also known as the double dual (Whitney, 1889:497), Doppeldual (Wackernagel,
1905:165), or doubly-dualised dvandva (Oliphant, 1912:46), refer to a set of binary compounds in Vedic
Sanskrit in which each conjunct bears not only its own lexical accent, but also an apparent ‘dual’ ending.
Their Sanskrit nomenclature refers to how they often involve pairings of deities’ names. Some examples
alongside their respective number of token occurrences in the R

˙
gveda (RV) are as follows:1

(1) • agń̄ı-s
˙
ómā ‘Agni and Soma’ x14

• dy´̄avā-pr
˙
thiv́̄ı ‘heaven and earth’ x79

• ı́ndrā-sómā ‘Indra and Soma’ x14

• ı́ndrā-vı́s
˙
n
˙

u ‘Indra and Vis
˙
n
˙
u’ x13

• ı́ndrā-bŕ
˙
haspát̄ı ‘Indra and Br

˙
haspati’ x6

• mitr´̄a-várun
˙

ā ‘Mitra and Varun
˙
a’ x93

• s´̄uryā-m´̄asā ‘sun and moon’ x5

• us
˙
´̄asā-náktā ‘dawn and night’ x10

Ryan (2006) identifies 28 types across 353 tokens of DD in the RV.2 As per Kiparsky (2010:302), we can
compare these to the regularised dvandva of Classical Sanskrit in four ways. We have already seen that
each conjunct in a DD retains its own lexical accent for a total of two, in contrast to Classical dvandva
which routinely bear a single accent regularly assigned to the last syllable of the second conjunct (when
attested). Similarly, each element in a DD retains its own dual ending (i.e. the long vowels), while
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Classical dvandva lack the internal ending on the first conjunct. Third, while the final suffix of a DD is
always dual, those of the later language may be singular, dual, or plural, depending on their denotation:

(2) a. bhūta-bhavyám ‘past and future’ (SG)
b. deva-manus

˙
yāh

˙
‘gods and men’ (PL)

Kiparsky (2010:321) and Johnson (2014) both note that DD are semantically odd in their referentiality.
A typical dual (in both Vedic and Classical stages) refers to two entities, e.g. aśvāu horse.M.DU ‘two
horses.’3 However, the compounds in (1) never denote four individuals (e.g. two Agnis and two Somas).
This suggests that the ending on the initial conjunct is not a true dual but rather, as Kiparsky proposes,
an ASSOCIATIVE DUAL morpheme marking the first conjunct as part of a pair. His proposal is very
similar in spirit to the one presented in this paper, but relies on synchronic stratal constraint reordering.
In Section 3.1, I will formalise Kiparsky’s assertion that this morpheme “marks its stem as being a
phonological word” by proposing that it instantiates an n head. I will furthermore attempt to derive
DD’s behaviour without recourse to stratal OT. Finally, DD are always binary and often definite, while
Classical dvandva may involve numerous conjuncts and may be indefinite:4

(3) a. yūkā-maks
˙
ika-matkun

˙
am ‘lice, flies, and bugs’

b. roga-śoka-parı̄tāpa-bandhana-vyasanāni ‘disease, pain, grief, captivity, and misfortune’

Any analysis must capture these main facts while also accounting for the apparently contradictory
evidence suggesting DD are both syntactic phrases and lexical words, which I will now address in turn.

2.1. Evidence for phrasehood

We have already seen two signs that DD are phrases comprising two independent prosodic words:
each compound bears two distinct lexical accents and ‘dual’ endings. As per CULMINATIVITY as
a general property of accent systems (Hayes, 1995; Alderete, 1999), prosodic words should bear
exactly one main stress. Two accents hence suggest that DD comprise two separate domains to which
CULMINATIVITY applies. Other arguments in support of DD’s phrasehood come from meter and tmesis.

2.1.1. Meter & caesura

Insler (1998) shows convincingly that DD may be broken across the caesura of a line. The examples
in (4) below exemplify verses split into two hemistiches (half-lines) in the middle of the DD:

(4) a. śám
˙luck

na
us

ı́ndrā-
Indra.DU

|
|

-várun
˙
ā

Varun
˙
a.DU.NOM

rātáhavyā
receive.oblations

{

‘Luck for us be Indra and Varun
˙
a, whom receive oblations’ [7.35.1b]

b. ´̄a
PTC

m´̄am
me

mitrā-
Mitra.DU

|
|

varun
˙
ā

Varun
˙
a.VOC.DU

ihá
here

raks
˙
atam

guard
{
{

‘Guard me here, Mitra and Varun
˙
a’ [7.50.1a]

Crucially, this metrical pattern is not found with regular compounds. These splits suggest phonological
independence of the conjuncts at the level at which the restrictions on caesura placement are calculated.

2.1.2. Tmesis and elliptic duals

Ryan (2006) observes that the two conjuncts in a DD may be separated by intervening elements:

3 Glossing: ACC - accusative; DU - dual; F - feminine; GEN - genitive; INS - instrumental; M - masculine; NOM -
nominative; PL - plural; PTC - particle; REL - relative; SG - singular; VOC - vocative
4 As indirect support for an associative analysis, Kiparsky (2010) notes the cross-linguistically common
requirement for associatives to be definite and restricted to proper names, kinship terms, and titles.
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(5) a. ı́ndrā
Indra.NOM.DU

ha
PTC

rátnam
˙treasure

várun
˙
ā

Varun
˙
a.NOM.DU

dháyis
˙
t
˙
hā

most.giving
‘Indra and Varun

˙
a are the best at providing treasure’ [4.41.3a]

b. ı́ndrā
Indra.NOM.DU

ha
PTC

yó
REL

várun
˙
ā

Varun
˙
a.NOM.DU

cakrá
made

āṕ̄ı
friends

‘Indra and Varun
˙
a; he who has made [the two] his own friends [4.41.2a]

Also known as tmesis, sub-word extraction of this sort should be impossible if these compounds
instantiate unitary words. Instead, this suggests each conjunct may exist independently outside of the
compound. In fact, good evidence for this comes from the existence of elliptic duals (Oliphant 1912:33),
i.e. dually-marked forms that refer not to two of the overt entity, but instead a conventionalised pair:5

(6) a. mitrā
Mitra.NOM.DU
‘Mitra and Varun

˙
a’ NOT ‘two Mitras’

b. dyāvā
heaven.NOM.DU
‘Heaven and Earth’ NOT ‘two heavens’

(Johnson 2014:48, ex. 33)

2.2. Evidence for wordhood

At the same time, there is substantial evidence from ruki retroflexion, inflection, derivation, and
vocative accent assignment that these DD instantiate single indivisible words.

2.2.1. Ruki retroflexion

Ruki refers to how <s> /s/ becomes retroflex <s
˙
> /ù/ when immediately preceded by /r/, /k/, or any

vowel other than /a(:)/. While this retroflexion is unanimously attested in the one DD with the relevant
environs (7a), it is never found across independent words (b). Since ruki only occurs within a word, this
suggests DDs instantiate a single prosodic word on some level.

(7) a. ágnı̄-s
˙
omā

Agni.DU-Soma.VOC.DU
sá-vedasā
with-knowledge

‘O Agni and Soma, you who are invoked together ’ [1.93.9a]
b. ı́ndrāgnı̄

Indra.&.Agni.VOC.DU
sóma-pı̄taye
soma-drinking

‘O Indra and Agni, for soma-drinking’ [6.60.9c]

2.2.2. Shared inflectional endings

Although DD appear to have two dual suffixes, they share a single case ending when oblique.
Crucially, the first ‘dual’ ending never changes; we do not find the expected *mitrā-bhyām

˙
-várun

˙
ā-

bhyām
˙

in (8a) or *mitra-yoh
˙

-várun
˙

a-yoh
˙

in (b). Again, this suggests that DD involve a single word.

(8) a. saj´̄uh
˙jointly

mitr´̄a-várun
˙
ā-bhyām

˙Mitra.DU-Varun
˙
a-INS.DU

{
{

saj´̄uh
˙jointly

sómena
Soma.INS.SG

vı́s
˙
n
˙
unā

Vis
˙
n
˙
u.INS.SG

{
{

‘Jointly with Mitra and Varun
˙
a, jointly with Soma, Vis

˙
n
˙
u’ [5.51.9a-b]

b. vir´̄at
˙Viraj

mitr´̄a-várun
˙
a-yoh

˙Mvitra.DU-Varun
˙
a-GEN.DU

abhiśŕ̄ıh
˙adhered

{
{

‘The virāj meter is the full glory of Mitra and Varun
˙
a’ [10.130.5a]

2.2.3. Input to derivation

DD can also serve as the nominal stem for derivational affixes, which occur internal to inflection:

5 Wackernagel (1905:151) shows these elliptic forms are also attested in Homeric Greek as Aı́ante, Ajax.M.DU,
‘Ajax & Teucer’ and Latin with Castorēs, Castor.M.PL, ‘Castor & Pollux’ and patrēs, father.M.PL, ‘parents’
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(9) a. mitr´̄a-várun
˙
a-vant-au

Mitra.DU-Varun
˙
a-with-NOM.DU

utá
and

dhárma-vant-ā
statute-with-NOM.DU

‘Accompanied by Mitra and Varun
˙
a and their statutes’ [8.35.13a]

b. maitrā-bārhaspat-ya
Mitra.DU-Br

˙
haspati-belonging.NOM.DU

dhūmra-lalāmās
dusky-spot

tūparāh
˙hornless

‘The dusky-spotted hornless ones belong to Mitra and Br
˙
haspati.’ [TS 5-6-11]

c. maitrā-varun
˙
á-tām

Mitra.DU-Varun
˙
a-property.ACC.SG

eva
verily

upaiti
approach

‘Verily (he) approaches unity with Mitra and Varuna
˙

’ [TS 5-7-6-5]

The latter two examples, identified by Kiparsky (2010:309), are particularly notable for two reasons:
firstly, they show strengthening of the conjuncts’ stem vowel, turning mitra into maitra. This affix-
triggered ablaut is only possible within words. Secondly, affixes like -yá and -´ta are accentually
dominant, attracting the accent in a given word onto themselves (in the former) or the immediately
preceding syllable (in the latter). Again, this only occurs at the word-level. We must hence account for
how devatā dvandva are synchronically analysed as unitary nominal stems.

2.2.4. Vocative accent

Vocative nouns are unaccented unless sentence or pāda (line/half-line) initial, in which case the
accent is initial. In non-initial DD, both accents disappear, suggesting that they are treated as one word:

(10) a. ayám
˙this

vām
you.two

mitrā-varun
˙
ā

Mitra.DU-Varun
˙
a.VOC.DU

nŕ
˙
bhih

˙man
sutáh

˙pressed
‘Here it is, pressed by men for you two, Mitra and Varun

˙
a’ [1.137.3f]

b. deváih
˙gods

dyāvā-pr
˙
thivı̄

heaven.DU-earth.VOC.DU
pr´̄avatam

˙help
nah

˙us
‘O Heaven and Earth, along with the gods —- help us’ [1.31.8d]

When initial, only the first syllable of the first conjunct receives accent:

(11) a. ı́ndrā-somā
Indra.DU-Soma.VOC.DU

yuvám
you.two

asm´̄an
us

avis
˙
t
˙
a

help
‘You, Indra and Soma – help us’ [2.30.6c]

b. ı́ndrā-vis
˙
n
˙
ū

Indra.DU-Vis
˙
n
˙
u.VOC.DU

mada-patı̄
exhilaration-lords

madā-nām
exhilaration-drinks

‘O Indra and Vis
˙
n
˙
u, exhilaration lords of exhilarating drinks’ [6.69.3a]

One could argue that this alone fails to prove that the second conjunct does not count as a separate
word for vocative assignment – even if it did, it would naturally be in non-initial position, given that
it is immediately preceded by the first conjunct. However, Kiparsky (2010) shows convincingly that
asyndetic phrases with conjoined vocatives do in fact count each conjunct as initial:

(12) ágna
Agni.VOC.SG

ı́ndra
Indra.VOC.SG

várun
˙
a

Varun
˙
a.VOC.SG

mı́tra
Mitra.VOC.SG

dévāh
˙gods.VOC.PL

‘O Agni, Indra, Varua, Mitra, Gods’ [5.46.2a] (Kiparsky 2010b:308, ex.11)

The puzzle is as follows: how can we model vocative accent suppression/assignment such that all
conjuncts receive initial accent when asyndetically coordinated, but both conjuncts in non-initial DD
remain unaccented? Namely, why does vocative accent assignment treat DD as one word?

3. Match Theory

This paper adopts the framework of Match Theory (Selkirk 2011), in which the mapping from
syntax to phonology is indirect and filtered through a representative level of prosodic constituency. This

´̄
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approach accounts for how phonological phenomena are often sensitive to different (syntactic) domains
and allows for constrained mismatches between morphosyntactic and prosodic structure via Optimality
Theoretic well-formedness constraints. Consider the traditional hierarchy of prosodic categories:

(13) ι intonational phrase — φ phonological phrase — ω prosodic word — F foot — σ syllable

Ito and Mester (2012:280) split this hierarchy into two categories: the word-internal units (i.e. mora,
syllable, and foot) are rhythmic categories, while the higher-level units (i.e prosodic word, phonological
phrase, and intonational phrase) are interface categories. This distinction will prove pertinent in
determining the well-formedness constraints on mapping. Match Theory thus maps different prosodic
domains of the hierarchy in (13) to different syntactic constituents through the following constraints:6

(14) a. Match (CP, ι)/(ι, CP): The left and right edges of a constituent of type CP in the syntactic
representation must correspond to the left and right edges of a constituent of type ι in the
output phonological representation, and vice versa = Match Clause

b. Match (XP, φ)/(φ, XP): The left and right edges of a constituent of type XP in the syntactic
representation must correspond to the left and right edges of a constituent of type φ in the
output phonological representation, and vice versa = Match Phrase

c. Match (X, ω)/(ω, X): The left and right edges of a constituent of type X in the syntactic
representation must correspond to the left and right edges of a constituent of type ω in the
output phonological representation, and vice versa = Match Head

3.1. Morpshosyntactic structure

To apply Match Theory to the phenomena at hand, I propose the following morphosyntactic structure
for DD, adopting the crucial assumptions within DM that i) the Lexicon contains category-neutral√
roots that must combine with categorising heads to project the correct category (e.g. N, A, V, P), and

ii) the phonological exponence of a node involves Vocabulary Insertion based on its featural makeup.

(15) DP

D

[iCase: ]

NumP

Num

[iNum:DU]

Stem

nRoot

Root

√
soma

Stem

n

[uNum:DU]

Root

√
indra

Following Harley (2009), I argue that DD do not involve two mutually c-commanding nominalised
stems, but merge the second conjunct above the nominalised first conjunct, with the entire compound
receiving its own n categoriser.7 This structure adopts Kramer’s (2016) splitting of the expression of
number across two heads n and Num, where the number feature on n is uninterpretable. Crucially, I argue
that an uninterpretable but valued feature [uNum: DU] on the lower/first n is responsible for the ‘odd

6 While each constraint above can be separated into two based on the direction of correspondence, I have presented
them as combined for the sake of readability. Nothing in my proposal hinges on treating these constraints as such.
7 Di Sciullo (2005) also argues that dvandva have asymmetrical structures, despite the lack of a clear head.
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semantics’ of DD: the referent is not dual, but part of a pair; i.e. associative.8 This essentially formalises
Kiparsky’s (2010) intuition that the internal ‘dual’ is actually an associative morpheme, rather than an
actual doubled ending. In contrast, the second/higher n bears a canonical uninterpretable but unvalued
feature [uNum: ]. Both these features are checked/deleted upon AGREE with the Num head, which
fuses with D to spell-out as a single portmanteau number-case suffix, i.e. the sole real dual ending. That
there is only one Num-D pair for the entire compound accounts for the single shared oblique inflectional
suffix (2.2.2). This also has the added benefit of freely deriving the structure of tmetic and elliptic duals
(2.1.2) as identical to that of the first conjunct; i.e. a root combined with an ASSOCIATIVE DUAL n head.

3.2. Prosodic structure

To map the proposed syntactic structure onto prosody, I argue that Match Head must be revised to
Match Stem, such that only categorised

√
roots can be mapped onto ω. This is formalised as follows:

(16) Match Stem: The left and right edges of a constituent of type X in the syntactic representation
must correspond to the left and right edges of a constituent of type ω in the output phonological
representation, and vice versa, where X is a

√
root + any categorising head (n, v, p, a) only

This change leaves the empirical coverage of Match Head largely untouched but produces novel
predictions for phenomena like head-movement, incorporation, and compounding. Recent work by
HarDarson (2017) and Fenger & HarDarson (2019) differentiates between compounds made up of

√
roots

and stems, arguing that the two cannot directly merge with each other (i.e. no ‘mixed’ compounds.) I
propose that this ban arises not (only) from syntax but also from prosodic mapping failures as follows.

(17) Prosodic mapping of (15), attempt 1

NumP→ φ

σ

a

Stem→ ωmax

Root→ ??

Root→ ??

σ

ma

σ

so

Stem→ ωmin

σ

drā

σ

in

(18) Prosodic mapping of (15), attempt 2

NumP→ φ

σ

a

Stem→ ωmax

σ

ma

σ

so

Stem→ ωmin

σ

drā

σ

in

In (17), mapping fails given that matching constraints cannot determine the prosodic category of the root
levels. Attempting to ignore these root levels in (18) also fails at the ωmax level due to the following
proposed constraint, built off of Ito & Mester’s earlier categorisation of prosodic elements:

(19) *SUBSISTER: Within a prosodic tree, a rhythmic and interface category may not be sisters.

This constraint causes a crash due to the ‘floating’/unmapped additional inflectional element and is
crucially ordered above the Match Constraints in (14). The minimal prosodic restructuring to rescue
this tree involves lowering of the morphosyntactically high Num-D suffix such that it is renalysed as the
sister of the second conjunct, resulting in the formulation of an additional maximal prosodic word:

8 Similarly, Smith (2015) proposes that uninterpretable-but-valued [uNum: PL/SG] features on n underlie pluralia
tantum and singulare tantum respectively, while Kramer (2015) applies this interpretability difference to gender
features on n to model semantic vs. grammatical gender.
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(20) Prosodic mapping of (15), final attempt
CP→ ι

. . .NumP→ φ

ωmax

Stem→ ωmin

σ

a

σ

ma

σ

so

Stem→ ωmin

σ

drā

σ

in

This reanalysis is facilitated by the linear adjacency of the initial and reanalysed positions, and may even
be expected under the notion that prosodic structure is flatter than its morphosyntactic counterpart.9 Of
note is how prosodic recursion still requires differentiation between maximal/minimal projections; as
will be seen, prosodic mapping must be able to refer to this distinction.

3.3. Resolving the contradiction

The syntactic structure in (15) successfully accounts for the DD’s apparently doubled dual endings,
tmetic and elliptic forms, and shared oblique case morphology. This paper will proceed to show how
its prosodic mapping onto (20) captures the remaining facts regarding its doubled accent, breaking over
caesura, ruki retroflexion, derivational morphology, and vocative accent assignment.

3.3.1. Doubled accent

Recall that the constraint of (unique) CULMINATIVITY requires that all words have at most/least
one main accent. In order to account for DD, we need simply clarify what exactly the domain to which
CULMINATIVITY applies is. If it targeted the ωmin level only, a structure with two ωmins within one
ωmax would allow for two accents. In fact, this has the additional benefit of freely accounting for other
Vedic elements with multiple accents like the genitive tatpurus

˙
a compounds gn´̄aspáti ‘husband of the

goddess’ and bŕ
˙
haspát̄ı ‘lord of prayer’, which I believe instantiate stem-stem compounds. One such

compound is exemplified, for instance, as the second conjunct in the tri-accented DD ı́ndrābŕ
˙
haspát̄ı <

ı́ndra ‘Indra’ + bŕ
˙
has ‘prayer’ + pát̄ı ‘lord’.

3.3.2. Meter & Caesura

Returning to Insler’s (1988) observation that DD may be broken across the middle of a line such that
each conjunct belongs to a different hemistich, this can be easily captured with the following constraint:

(21) ALIGNL(Hemistich, ω): The left edge of a hemistich should correspond to the left edge of a ω

Applying this to the structure in (20) produces three possible outcomes:

9 Note that the higher n is phonologically null. The inflectional Num-D ending is depicted as a separate syllable /a/
but undergoes coalescence with the stem-final vowel to produce [a:] <ā> in the phonological output. It is tempting
but ultimately difficult to relate the restructuring in (20) to this vowel coalescence, since that type of sandhi can
occur across prosodic word boundaries as well (and not just within them.)
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(22) i) The dvandva occurs right before a caesura, with the hemistich aligned to the following ω
(whatever that may be)

ii) The dvandva occurs right after a caesura, with the hemistich aligned to the first ωmin,
which happens to also align with the left edge of ωmax

iii) The dvandva is split across a caesura, with the hemistich aligned to the second ωmin,
essentially splitting the ωmax in two

Alongside the ‘split’ configuration in iii) shown in (4) above, the configuration in i) where the dvandva
immediately precedes the caesura is also extremely common in the RV:10

(23) śám
luck

ı́ndrā-sómā
Indra.AD-Soma.NOM.DU

|
|

suvitāya
fortune

śám
luck

yóh
˙health

{
{

‘Luck Indra and Soma – luck and fortune and salvation.’ [7.35.1c]

While the constraint in (21) obviously interacts with additional factors, including stylistic choices made
by the composer and other metrical constraints, accounting for the the splitting of a DD across a caesura
is straightforward once we allow for prosodic word ω-recursion within the compound.

3.3.3. Ruki retroflexion

As with the doubled accent above, accounting for ruki retroflexion within a DD is simple once we
allow for prosodic recursion whereby ruki applies iteratively at every ω-level. Thus, the ‘rule’ searches
not only within each individual ωmin conjunct for the correct environs for application, but also the DD
as a whole at the ωmax level. Far from overgenerating, this account easily captures other known facts
about the distribution of ruki, including its application across reduplication, to the output of cliticisation,
and to univerbation (Kiparsky, 2007), as well as in all Vedic compounds in general (Beguš, 2017). All of
these arguably instantiate the formation of a new prosodic word domain including the ‘added’ material.
I leave the precise cashing out of these extensions for future work.

3.3.4. Derivational suffixes

Following Lowenstamm (2015) and Creemers et al. (2017), I assume that lexically idiosyncratic
derivational suffixes are also

√
roots which select for categorised stems, internal to inflection. DD with

derivational suffixes are hence akin to ‘triple’ compounds, with the following syntactic structure:

10 It is intriguing that the configuration in ii) appears to be unattested. This may be due to pragamatic/discourse
factors, disfavouring introduction of a DD ‘too late’ in a verse. Indeed, it appears that no (non-split) DD ever occurs
in the second hemistich of a verse (whether adjacent to the caesura or not). Thus, this restriction does not seem to
be related to caesura placement; I leave this interesting gap to future work.
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(24) Syntactic structure
DP

D

[iCase: ]

NumP

Num

[iNum:DU]

Stem

nRoot

Root

√
vant

Stem

nRoot

Root

√
varuna

Stem

n

[uNum:DU]

Root

√
mitra

(25) Prosodic mapping
CP→ ι

. . .NumP→ φ

ωmax

Stem→ ωmin

σ

tau

σ

van

Stem→ ωmin

σ

n
˙
a

σ

ru

σ

va

Stem→ ωmin

σ

trā

σ

mi

Just as with the inflectional Num-D suffix in simple DD, mapping the tree in (24) to prosody results
in a violation of *SUBSISTER due to the unassociated NOM.DU syllable /au/. Prosodic restructuring
thus lowers it to form a prosodic word with the derivational suffix, producing (25). Following Alderete
(1999) and Frazier (2007), I take accent-attracting derivational suffixes like -yá and -´ta to be accentually
dominant, suppressing inherent accent via an anti-faithfulness constraint:

(26) ¬MAX(A)ωmax: Dominant affixes suppress inherent accent within ωmax

In unison with the following additional constraints, ranked as shown, we can successfully model the
ability of -yá to suppress both inherent accents in a DD.11 This is exemplified in the tableaux in (28).

(27) a. ALIGNR(A, ωmax): Assign accent to the rightmost syllable of a ωmax.
b. MAX(A): Do not delete inherent accent
c. CULMINATIVITY: Every ωmin has at least/most one accent.
Ranking: ¬MAX(A)ωmax� MAX(A)� CULMINATIVITY� ALIGNR(A, ω)

(28) ı́ndrā-sómā-ya ¬MAX(A)ωmax CUL. MAX(A) ALIGNR(A, ωmax)

a. ı́ndrā-sómā-ya ∗!∗ ∗ ∗
b. indrā-somā-ya ∗∗∗! ∗∗ ∗
c. + indrā-somā-yá ∗∗ ∗∗
d. ı́ndrā-somā-ya ∗! ∗∗ ∗ ∗

In the absence of an accentually-dominant suffix, the high-ranking CULMINATIVITY constraint results in
DD retaining both inherent accents. While I leave a full OT account of how vowel ablaut/‘strengthening’
is triggered, it could similarly be accounted for either by allowing the ablaut rule to occur recursively at
the ω-level (as with ruki above) or by specifiying its domain to be the entire ωmax.

11 I assume that pre-accenting suffixes like -´ta are lexically-specified to be extra-metrical and excluded from
tabulation for ALIGNR. To fully model default accent assignment, it may be necessary to relativise ALIGNR(A,
ωmax) to ignore inflectional endings. Similarly, modelling inherently accented non-compounded nouns may require
a top-ranked MAX(A)STEM constraint preserving root/stem accent over inflectional suffix accent.
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3.3.5. Vocative accent

Building on this, I take all vocative suffixes to be dominant; i.e. accent suppressing. I argue that
the ‘accent’ assigned to vocatives is not really accent in the sense discussed so far, but rather a form
of boundary tone, in line with its highly pragmatic discourse function. In this way, vocative accent
assignment involves syntactically-sensitive tonal overlay (McPherson, 2014; Sande, 2018). Furthermore,
I propose that this overlay occurs iteratively at the ι level. This can be captured via the following
constraint and rankings, producing the correct output in both initial (30) and non-initial (31) contexts.

(29) ALIGNL(A, ι): Assign vocative accent to the leftmost syllable of an ι
Ranking: ALIGNL(A,ι)�¬MAX(A)ωmax� CULMIN. � MAX(A)� ALIGNR(A, ωmax)

(30) [ι ı́ndrā-sómā] ALIGNL(A, ι) ¬MAX(A)ωmax CULMIN. MAX(A)

a. ı́ndrā-sómā ∗∗!
b. + ı́ndrā-somā ∗ ∗ ∗
c. indrā-sómā ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗
d. indrā-somā ∗! ∗∗ ∗∗

(31) [ı́ndrā-sómā] ALIGNL(A, ι) ¬MAX(A)ωmax CULMIN. MAX(A)

a. ı́ndrā-sómā ∗!∗
b. ı́ndrā-somā ∗! ∗ ∗
c. indrā-sómā ∗! ∗ ∗
d. + indrā-somā ∗∗ ∗∗

A ι-initial DD has both inherent accents suppressed in accordance with the anti-faithfulness constraint
described above, but also receives the vocative tonal overlay on its leftmost syllable. In contrast, a non-ι-
initial DD receives no such additional overlay. This proposal may even be extended to the asyndetically
conjoined vocatives in (12). A preliminary account is as follows – in the case of asyndetic conjunction,
each vocative-marked conjunct projects its own ιmin and joins up to a shared ιmax which hosts the rest
of the clause. This recursion would result in ALIGNL(A, ι) applying to every ι in a structure like so:

(32) Prosodic mapping of (12)
ιmax

. . .ι

φ

ω

mı́tra

ι

φ

ω

várun
˙
a

ι

φ

ω

ı́ndra

ι

φ

ω

ágna

In fact, there is good reason to think that vocatives are clause-like in projecting their own intonational
phrase. Selkirk (2011:450) argues that Match Clause refers not only CPs but also illocutionary ForcePs.
It is highly plausible that vocative phrases instantiate embedded ForcePs, giving the utterance its
addressive pragmatics, especially since they pattern like other embedded ForcePs such as parentheticals
and non-restrictive relative clauses (Potts, 2005), hardly ever occurring as arguments in isolation but
instead with co-referential pronouns or epithets that serve as the real main clause argument. In this way,
a Match Theory account of vocative accent assignment captures not only the odd behaviour of DD, but
also possibly asyndetically coordinated phrases, via anti-faithfulness constraints and prosodic recursion.
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4. Diachrony

The proposed account also sheds light on the diachronic development of DD from Vedic to Classical
Sanskrit. Key to this change is the observation by Ryan (2006) that the relative frequency of DD decrease
over time at largely the same rate as that of tmetic and elliptic duals – in fact, he shows that they were lost
at the same time. As proposed by Kiparsky (2010), the loss of both these constructions can be tied to the
loss of the ASSOCIATIVE DUAL morpheme. I thus argue that the syntactic structure of these dvandvas
was reanalysed as in (33), producing a root-root compound rather than the stem-root compound as seen
in (15). This structure can be straightforwardly mapped onto prosody as in (34).

(33) Syntactic structure
DP

D

[iCase: ]

NumP

Num

[iNum:PL]

Stem

n

[uNum: ]

Root

Root

√
manusya

Root

√
deva

(34) Prosodic structure
CP→ ι

. . .NumP→ φ

ωmax/min

σ

s
˙
yāh

˙

σ

nu

σ

ma

σ

va

σ

de

This results in a compound with a single accent, inflectional suffix, and wihout breaking over a caesura,
precisely because there is only one ωmin/max. Prosodically, the dvandva is no longer decomposable
into its conjuncts (though it remains so semantically and syntactically). This change embodies the loss
of recursive ω-levels, as expected under the diachronic tendency towards structure reduction.

5. Conclusion

In sum, all of the apparently conflicting behaviour of DD can be explained by revising Match Word
to Match Stem, by allowing for constrained mismatches in syntax-prosody mapping, and by modelling
phonological phenomena to apply recursively to specific prosodic domains. Syntactically, the proposed
ASSOCIATIVE DUAL morpheme, instantiating a categorising n head bearing an uninterpretable but
valued Num feature, accounts for the apparent doubled ending, tmetic/elliptic dual forms, and shared
oblique case suffix. On the prosodic side, DD behave like compound phrases when the phenomena
target ωmins, but act like unitary words when the phenomena target higher domains like ωmaxs, φs, or
ιs. A table summarising how this prosodic behaviour has been explained is as follows:

Phenomenon Domain Constraints
Word accent ωmin CULMINATIVITY

Caesura ω ALIGNL(Hemistich, ω)
Ruki ω AGREE(Place)

Derivational Suffixes ωmax ¬MAX(A)ωmax� CULM. � MAX(A)
Vocative Accent ωmax, ι ALIGNL(A, ι)�¬MAX(A)ωmax
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